
Practice Questions Chapter 8 

1. Write the letter corresponding the phrase most closely associated with the following terms in the 
space provided. 

e ideal gas a. reacts with ozone 

-,- greenhouse gases b. V In = constant 

_h_ Boyle's law c. unit of pressure 

� diffusion d. absence of matter 

_b_ Avogadro's law e. no interaction between molecules 

� CFCs f. exchanges with environment 

----"--- pascal g. intermingling of molecules 

----..l-- Charles's law h. PV = constant 
c.1 vacuum I. absorbs reflected radiation 

-L open system J. V rr = constant 

2. 5.700 moles of a gas occupies 560.0 L. If the pressure and temperature are kept constant. what is 
the volwne occupied by 13.40 moles of this gas? (Who is this gas law named after?) 
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3. What is the volume of 3.40 moles of oxygen gas at 0.00 'C and 760.0 rrunHg? 
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4. Gas M has a mean free path of 50 >tm, and gas P has a mean free path of 200 nm. Which of these 
statements that follow must be true about these gases? Choose all that apply. 

a. Gas P is denser than gas M 
b. The containers that hold each gas may be exactly the same size. 
c. If their containers are equal in size, gas P must contain more atoms or molecules than gas M. 
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5. The pressure of 5.7L of a gas is 990 rrunHg. If the amount of gas and temperature are kept 
constant, what is the pressure of the gas when the volume is reduced to 3.4L? (Who is this law named 
after?) GO-I t.(i.� 1..1\ W P � � f II, I I 1.. _ 
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6. Consider our bike tire example from class. In the winter month of January, the tires looked flat and 
in need of air. During the summer month of July, the tires appeared to be filled and ready to go. 
Assuming the pressure did not change, explain why this happens to bicycle tires. Which variables 
changed? Which were kept constant? Write the relationship between these two changing variables. 
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